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1 Introduction

In the last decade, there has been an increasing in-
terest in extending MT from only focusing on Spo-
ken Languages (SpLs) to also targeting Sign Lan-
guages (SLs); nevertheless, the advances of this
field are still limited, and this is due to a number
of reasons (e.g. challenges related to data avail-
ability, lack of notation conventions, etc.).

Besides the technological gap between SpLMT
and SLMT, a severe difference lies in the avail-
ability of high-quality (training) data. SpLMT can
count on open and free datasets, such as Europarl
(Koehn, 2005) and OPUS (Tiedemann and Ny-
gaard, 2004), and on several MT platforms which
allow training on specific datasets.1 The availabil-
ity of sufficient amounts of high-quality (training)
data drives the MT performance up. Furthermore,
well-designed test sets allow to adequately assess
quality and fairly compare MT systems.

For SLs, instead, training data is scarce and
scattered. Parallel datasets, with one side in a
SL and the other in a SpL, are extremely lim-
ited. In addition, most of the available datasets
consist in broadcasts with subtitles/autocues as a
written form of a SpL as the source and interpreta-
tion into a SL as the target (Camgoz et al., 2018);
this leads to various concerns related to their qual-
ity: SL as the result of interpretation or transla-
tion is heavily influenced by the source language2

as well as by the interpreting process; in addition,
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1See, for instance, Nematus (https://github.
com/EdinburghNLP/nematus), OpenNMT
(https://opennmt.net/), MarianMT (https:
//marian-nmt.github.io/),
2This phenomenon is referred to as translationese (Graham et
al., 2020)

even though in some cases hearing interpreters are
CODA’s (children of deaf adults), most often the
interpretation is made by a hearing interpreter for
whom the SL is the L2.

In some cases, corpora with SL as source
are available, such as the Corpus Vlaamse
Gebarentaal3 (VGT) (Van Herreweghe et al., 2015)
(Corpus of Flemish Sign Language); nevertheless,
as annotation of the data is ongoing, the transla-
tions available are too insufficient for quality (au-
tomatic) SL translation (SLT). Additionally, as the
data contain videos of the signer’s faces, strict
GDPR rules apply, and signed informed consent
forms are required from each of the signers.

The SignON project4 aims to build SLT engines
and hence gathers available SL data; throughout
this process, we faced a number of issues,5 which
led us to identify the need for a gold standard par-
allel corpus of SL - SpL. The collection, organi-
sation and (public) release of such a corpus, will
provide a common ground for advancing the field
of SLT.

2 Gost-Parc-Sign

The goal of this project is to create a gold stan-
dard parallel corpus of authentic VGT as source
and a translation into written Dutch as target lan-
guage. This 12-month project, running between
February 2023 and January 2024, consists of three
phases: (1) Collection of existing source SL videos
in VGT and of informed consent forms from their
signers.6 (2) Manual translation of the SL into

3https://www.corpusvgt.be/
4https://signon-project.eu/
5for an overview of data-related challenges of SLMT see
(De Sisto et al., 2022)
6Informed consent for the voice over will not be needed, since
audio will not be included in our corpus.



written Dutch, performed by a mixed team of deaf
and hearing professional VGT translators; this will
optimize the translation process, preserve the con-
tent of the original message, and ensure good qual-
ity of the Dutch text. This phase will consist of
133 hours of translation work,7 resulting in ap-
proximately at least 9–10 hours of video being
translated.8 Translations will be created in ELAN
(Sloetjes and Wittenburg, 2008). Translations will
be arranged into a “Translation” tier in the ELAN
Annotation Format (EAF) file of each correspond-
ing video. Since there is no sign-to-word corre-
spondence between VGT and Dutch, alignment is
at the sentence or message level. (3) Quality con-
trol by members of the Flemish deaf community
and L1 Dutch language users, which will ensure
that the translations made convey the same mes-
sage as the original videos. All phases will be over-
seen by the Vlaams GebarenTaalCentrum (VGTC)
and KU Leuven, both members of SignON, in or-
der to ensure data and translation quality. The final
corpus will be made publicly available (with a Cre-
ative Commons BY licence) through the CLARIN
infrastructure at the Instituut voor de Nederlandse
Taal (INT), and through the European Language
Grid.

3 Current and future steps

In this initial phase of GoSt-ParC-Sign approxi-
mately 10 hours of authentic VGT videos to be
translated into written Dutch have been identified.
The videos cover different topics and genres: 5
hours of free conversation, a 1,5 hour panel dis-
cussion about linguistic change in the community,
over 2 hours of a deaf-lead talk, a game show to
celebrate 15 years of recognition for VGT, and 45
minutes of semi-spontaneous vlogs about typical
language uses in VGT. They all constitute content
originally produced for a signing audience. VGTC
has recruited translators and we are currently col-
lecting signed informed consents from the video’s
owners. After phase 1, the translation phase will
start; the quality control, i.e. phase 3, will follow
between August and December 2023. In the final
month of the project we will prepare and release
7This amount was calculated based on the funding available
and translators’ average hourly rate (60 euro).
8This estimate was made by consulting professional SL to
SpL translators: 15 minutes of translation work correspond
roughly to one minute of video translation. In terms of re-
sulting text, we could estimate, based on a recently concluded
corpus project, that the translation of these videos into written
Dutch might correspond approximately to 50.000 words.

all the data and documentation.
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